1. Circle the picture of the *frog* and the *flag*.

2. Circle the following words: bag, box, boy

3. Circle the picture of the *mushroom* and the *measuring* cup.

4. The following pairs rhyme: man, can   bat, cat   Pat, fat   ten, hen

5. The following pictures should be circled:
   - Alligator
   - Antlers
   - Axe
   - Apple
   - Ant

6. Answers will vary ... may include: rip, hip, sip, tip

7. Circle two words that rhyme: dot, cot
   - Underline the word cot

8. How many different vowels are in the passage? 3 (a, i, o)
   - Underline the names: Val   Von
   - We know they are names because they begin with a capital letter.

9. Underline the word that has two of the same letter: egg
   - Name two words (called adjectives) that could describe an egg: Answers will vary ... may include: cold, oval, slimy, hard, soft

10. Student should be able to correctly write their first and last name, as well as their complete address.